S-124 Principles: A Training Manual for NAVAREA Coordinators
1. Introduction
This document, and the corresponding Annex, have been developed to assist NAVAREA Coordinators
(NACs) in understanding the product specification of S-124 which enables the future integration of
navigational warnings with bridge systems and shore systems using the S-100 framework.
Given the complexity of html coding, many NACs - with only their navigational warning operational
expertise to guide them – have found the initial discussions with the S-124 CG to be challenging.
In developing the product specification, NACs will need to have some understanding of ECDIS systems and
the ongoing development or enhancement of other IHO product specification intertwined with
navigational warnings.

1.1

Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

An ECDIS system is basically a navigation information system which displays selected information from
a System Electronic Navigational Chart (SENC) with positional information from navigation sensors to
assist the mariner in route planning and route monitoring, and if required displays additional navigationrelated information. The ECDIS system is required to have adequate back-up arrangements complying
with the up-to-date charts as required by regulations V/19 and V/27 of the 1974 SOLAS Convention, as
amended,
As the S-124 Navigational Warnings would be covered by the additional navigation-related information
component of the ECDIS definition, it is crucial for NACs to have a basic understanding of the current and
proposed changes to ECDIS functionalities.

1.2

How ECDIS is governed and standards that impact ECDIS

ECDIS is governed by the IMO RESOLUTION MSC.232(82) (adopted on 5 December 2006) Revised
Performance Standards for Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS), which lays out
minimum requirements for ECDIS as a means of navigation on ships.
The International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) is the intergovernmental organization responsible for
developing international standards related to hydrographic services as defined in SOLAS regulation V/9.
Under its remit, and in support of the relevant performance standards for ECDIS adopted by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the IHO maintains the following set of standards related to
ECDIS:
[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
[e]
[f]
[g]
[h]
[i]

S-57 Transfer Standard for Digital Hydrographic Data (including the Product Specification for
Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC);
S-52 Chart Content and Display Aspects of ECDIS;
S-52 Annex A - ECDIS Presentation Library;
S-64 Test Data Sets for ECDIS;
S-58 ENC Validation Checks;
S-61 Product Specification for Raster Navigational Chart (RNC);
S-62 Data Producer Codes;
S-63 Data Protection Scheme;
S-65 ENCs: Production, Maintenance and Distribution Guidance;
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[j]
[k]

1.3

S-11 Part A, Guidance for the Preparation and Maintenance of International (INT); and,
Chart and ENC Schemes.

S-100, S-124, and how it relates to ECDIS

S-100 is a modernized GIS data framework and provides the data framework for the development of the
next generation electronic navigational charting products, as well as other digital products required by
the hydrographic, maritime and GIS communities. The primary goal of S-100 is to support a greater variety
of hydrographic-related digital data sources, products, and customers. Aligns with mainstream GIS and
allows easier use of hydrographic data beyond Hydrographic Offices and (ECDIS) users, including
Navigational Warnings information, through the development of S-124.
S-124 is a vector product specification that is primarily intended for encoding the nature and extent of
navigational warnings, for navigational purposes in an ECDIS as a Navigational Warning Information
Overlay (NWIO). This makes S-124 subject to ECDIS regulations and requires NACs to have a basic
knowledge of the current regulations and international efforts being undertaken to amend them.

1.4

Navigational Warning framework in ECDIS

Although navigational warning issuing authorities remain the authority behind the content and format of
navigational warning messages, the reception and portrayal of this information under S-124 is now subject
to ECDIS regulations and standards.
This can be viewed as a paradigm shift from how navigational warnings currently are broadcast over
GMDSS systems (NAVTEX, SafetyNET) as the analogue text format cannot provide a portrayal component
on navigational systems.
Currently mariners have the following options for entering navigational warning information into ECDIS:
1. Manual
The mariner will use a “mariners object” to manually transfer the received navigational warning
information into a mariners object (S-52 PresLib Ed 4.0.0 Part II) which will then be displayed as a
mariners caution or information symbol.
Manual

Mariners caution and
information note added to
ECDIS by user (orange)

2. ECDIS interface
Some ECDIS manufacturers may provide an interface into the ECDIS for information received over
NAVTEX or SafetyNET. This interface will use a text convertor to interpret the received text in order
to identify positions and facilitate the geo-location of the information using the symbols unique to the
manufacturer.
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Automated

Caution and information notes
from the ENC (magenta)

Automated

Manufacturer caution and
information note added to
ECDIS by system producer
(OEM) (brown)

There are very limited portrayal options currently available in S-57 ECDIS, though this may change with
the pending S-100 ECDIS standard. The WWNWS /S124 should engage with relevant international bodies
in discussions regarding the display of NWs.
Within S-124, the standardized format for conveying navigational warning information is facilitated by
the data model and its encoding format. The risk of reception errors is eliminated since S-124 will make
use of the integrity measures as defined by S-100.

Figure 1 - Example of Navigational Warning received over NAVTEX with reception errors

2. Portrayal of S-124
2.1

General

S-100 provides means for defining a portrayal catalogue, which S-124 will use to define the standardized
portrayal of navigational warning messages. IMO guidelines limit the options for the portrayal and display
of navigational warning messages. As such, further discussions within WWNWS-Sub Committee are
required to finalize S-124 portrayal.
Note that, as shown in Figure 2 below, the < MSI > symbol denoting maritime safety information is
currently the only IMO approved symbol for the display of pertinent navigational, meteorological and
distress related information.
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WWNWS/S-124 still have an opportunity to propose new symbols, such as NAV, MET, ICE and SAR which
could be used in addition to the existing MSI. These proposed alternatives will provide assistance to
seafarers in the rapid recognition of the subject matter of each navigational warning message.
Another complicating factor navigational warnings can fall under several ‘categories’ making it challenging
given that some ECDIS systems use different categories for the navigational warnings.

Figure 2 - IMO GUIDELINES FOR THE PRESENTATION OF NAVIGATION-RELATED SYMBOLS

2.2

Standardizing Navigational Warning data content

The S-124 product specification will provide information on how the data is to be captured. This guidance
is usually called a Data Capture and Encoding Guide (DCEG), and it should be as detailed and specific as
necessary. The product specification shall include this information for each identified scope or types of
navigational warning messages, as identified as a warningHazardType in the S-124 schema.
A question still to be resolved is how can S-124 / WWNWS bring more clarity to, and also streamline, the
lengthy proposed list of categories for navigationalWarningTypes? The S-124 schema does provide the
opportunity for issuing authorities to add optional instances, but how much lee-way should WWNWS give
in this area if a primary concern is to have international consistency in standards?
The product specification includes the collection criteria for mapping real world cases to the conceptual
objects of the dataset. Data products can carry information about their data sources (References); the
product specification and application schema shows how it is to be done.
Any organization performing data capture for the data product defined by the data product specification
may develop more detailed encoding guides to be used in addition to those indicated in the product
specification for the capturing process.
The S-124 DCEG should be expected to develop over time with experience and may expand significantly
as experience is gained.
Below we take a sample navigational warning in current format and work to resolve it into S-124
components.
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2.2.1 Current WWNWS Format NAVAREA XVII 82/2015
Message element
1. Message series identifier
2. General area
3. Locality
4. Chart number
5. Key subject
6. Geographical position

Example 1
NAVAREA XVII 81/2015
ARCTIC OCEAN
AMUNDSEN GULF
CHART CHS 7664
1. BAILLIE ISLAND SPIT DAYMARK MOVED TO 70-30.29N 128-20.51W.
TOWER HEIGHT 6 METRES.
2. BAILLIE ISLAND SAND SPIT HAS SHIFTED:
A. NORTH END 70-30.56N 128-20.88W.
B. INTERMEDIATE POINT 70-30.35N 128-20.74W.
C. SOUTH END 70-30.10N 128-19.97W.
3. CANCEL NAVAREA XVII 54/13.

7. Amplifying remarks
8. Cancellation details

2.2.2 S-124 coding flow chart NAVAREA XVII 82/2015

Figure 3 - Example of how the S-124 data model could be used to carry a complex navigational warning

Attributes without associated red text are optional or not relevant in this case. They are therefore not
given any values and could be omitted from the dataset. However, mandatory attributes without known
values must be given the value nil – in these cases, the value is omitted.
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2.2.3 NAVAREA XVII 82/2015 as S-124 encoded

NWPreamble (ID00)

generalArea

generalArea

locality

locality

localityIdentifier
locationName
localityIdentifier
locationName
localityIdentifier
locationName
localityIdentifier
locationName

language: eng
text: Arctic Ocean
language: fra
text: Océan Arctique
language: eng
text: AMUNDSEN GULF
language: fra
text: GOLFE

D'AMUNDSEN
messageSeriesIdentifier

affectedChartPublications

NWPreambleContent
NWReferences
References (ID21)

NavigationalWarningFeaturePart
(ID01)

TextAssociation

title
cancellationDate
publicationDate
header (role)
theWarningPart (role)
theWarning (role)
theReferences (role)
Message series identifier

country: CA
nameOfSeries: NAVAREA XVII
productionAgency: CA
warningIdentifier:
warningNumber:81
warningType: (4) NAVAREA navigational
warning
year: 15
chartAffected: CHS 7664
internationalChartAffected: INT___

20140101T000000Z
ID00
ID01
ID00
ID21
Country: CA nameOfSeries: NAVAREA XVII
productionAgency: C5
warningIdentifier:
warningNumber: 54
warningType: (4) NAVAREA navigational
warning
year: 13

No MessageOnHand
referenceCategory
restriction
warningHazardType
featureName
featureReference
fixedDateRange
warningInformation

False
Cancellation (1)

Geometry (curve)

70-30.56N 128-20.88W
70-30.35N 128-20.74W
70-30.10N 128-19.97W

areaAffected
Identifies (role)
cartographicText (role)

sandspit
Baillie Island

headline:
language:
text: Baillie Island sandspit has shifted.

ID01
ID11, ID12, ID13
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TextPlacement (ID11)

TextPlacement (ID12)

TextPlacement (ID13)

NavigationalWarningFeaturePart
(ID02)

text
textJustification
geometry
text
textJustification
geometry
text
textJustification
geometry
restriction
warningHazardType
warningHazardType*
featureName
featureReference
fixedDateRange
warningInformation

geometry
areaAffected
restriction
warningHazardType

NORTH END
right
70-30.56N 128-20.88W
INTERMEDIATE POINT
right
0-30.35N 128-20.74W
SOUTH END
right
70-30.10N 128-19.97W.
aid to navigation

Baillie Island Spit Daymark
headline:
language:
text:
Moved.
Tower height 6 metres.
70-30.29N 128-20.51W

aid to navigation

Annex B demonstrates how the S-53 navigational warning examples are encoded as S-124. In the S-124
template, the mandatory attributes are shown in bold font while optional attributes are in normal text.
The provided << Producer codes >> are guesswork, since most navigational warning issuing authorities
are not yet registered in the IHO S-62 List of Data Producer Codes.
The data model may appear complex, but the experience from examples provided by Canada and
Denmark, is that the user interface within the issuing system hides this complexity.

2.2.4 Data Classification and Encoding Guide (DCEG)
DCEG guidance would be created using examples such as the one above to establish common rules for all
users of S-124. Firstly, guidance could be defined for situations where multiple feature parts are required
for a complex navigational warning. Secondly, guidance on how to ensure the use of the different
attributes remain consistent between all the navigational warning authorities.
In Figures 4 and 5, examples of standards for consistent application of feature parts are provided.

Figure 4 - Example of how to use the complex attribute for a message identifier (*C5 code is fictitious)
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Figure 5 - Example of how to include multi language text in one S-124 dataset

3.

Navigational Warnings Datasets

3.1

General

Datasets comprises a collection of data from a known database. Datasets are essential components when
determining the lifecycle flow of a navigational warning. In developing the S-124 Product Specification,
NAVAREA Coordinators should become familiar with their concepts as noted below:

3.1.1. Dataset Type
Dataset type

Explanations

New dataset

Dataset with a new warning. The dataset is valid till a cancellation
dataset is issued.

New dataset self-cancelling

Dataset with a new warning that includes a cancellation date.

New dataset with cancellation

Dataset used to cancel previous warning. May include updated
information related to the warning that is being cancelled.

New dataset with cancellation
self-cancelling

Dataset used to cancel previous warning. May include updated
information related to the warning that is being cancelled. Includes a
cancellation date.
Dataset that reference all in-force navigational warnings, and always
cancel the previous in-force bulletin.

In-force bulletin

Table 0.1 - Dataset types

S-124 would need clear guidelines on how to approach these five dataset types. Under S-53 standards,
navigational warnings are not to be ‘updated’. Traditionally, when new information arises, then the
original navigational warning is cancelled and a new one is issued with the updated information
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3.1.2 Content of Datasets
Dataset Content
New dataset

New dataset selfcancelling

New dataset with
cancellation

New dataset with
cancellation selfcancelling

In-force bulletin

Explanations
Dataset with warning information that is valid till another dataset with
cancellation information is issued.
Dataset will contain one preamble, at least one feature instance, and
may contain one or more reference information type instances.
Example:
A NW which states a light is unreliable.
Dataset with warning information that is valid till the cancellation date in
the preamble. Dataset will contain one preamble, at least one feature
instance, and may contain one or more reference information type
instances.
Example:
A NW which states a radio service has been terminated and cancels
itself 6 weeks later.
Dataset that can contain updated information to a previously issued
dataset, and will contain cancellation information for at least one
previous dataset. Dataset will contain one preamble, one or more
reference information type instances and may contain one or more
feature instances.
Example:
A NW which cancels previous NW about ongoing construction and
gives updated status on the construction.
Dataset that can contain updated information to a previously issued
dataset, and will contain cancellation information for at least one
previous dataset. Dataset is valid till the cancellation date in the
preamble. Dataset will contain one preamble, at least one reference
information type instance and may contain one or more feature
instances.
Example:
A NW which cancels previous NW about unreliable light stating that
normal operation is restored and for the NW to self-cancel.
Dataset that references all navigational warnings that are valid at the
time of issue. In-force bulletin datasets always cancel the previous in
force-bulletin. Dataset will contain one preamble, and may contain one
or more reference information type instances and must not contain any
feature instance
Example:
A dataset that lists all valid NW in a series.

3.1.3 In-force bulletin dataset
All datasets should be considered in-force and valid till a new dataset with cancellation information is
issued or where a cancellation date that is present in a dataset has passed.
The in-force bulletin should not be used by a producer to cancel valid datasets. Cancellation should be
done by a new dataset, with cancellation information.
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Under S-124, the in-force bulletin will identify each valid NW by a unique “ References (IDxx) “ which is
envisioned to facilitate a control mechanism by the ECDIS that only valid information remain on the
navigation screen.

3.1.4 No message on hand
When there are no active messages in a series, the regularly issued in-force bulletin dataset must be
encoded with an NWPreamble which is associated with one instance of References. For an example of
this, please see the Annex, Miscellaneous Section.
The References instance shall have the referenceCategory set to in-force and the noMessageOnHand set
to true, as seen in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 Encoding no messages on hand

In this case, S-124 will not generate a navigational warning message number.

3.1.5 Dissemination of navigational warning datasets
The method of disseminating S-124 navigational warning datasets is still under consideration. GMDSS
modernization has not yet established how datasets will be transmitted from shore based authorities to
ships at sea.
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Annex
Annex A – S-124 data model (@2019-08-07)
class S-124 Domain Obj ects v 3

To do: Message maintenance must be
elaborated. Either with message status, or with
using format functions, or another way?
Consider including a flow diagram to explain
the process. (4)
To do: Consider if the development of a S-62
replacement can replace the current structure
for capturing production agency. Likely to be
a codelist maintained under the GI Registry.
To do: NW Metadata, consider S-100 standard
set, which is ENC centric, should a smaller set
of Metadata be proposed. Big motivating
factor is that given the relatively small size of
the regular NW, the current metadata might
make up half the data volume.
To do: add implementation note to product
specification stating that ECDIS (user system)
should be able to filter in-force NWs according
to a date included within periods of time of
the dangers described in NWs.







«FeatureType»
S124_TextPlacement

+
+
+
+

«SimpleAttribute»
flipBearing: real [0..1]
scaleMinimum: integer [0..1]
text: text
textJustification: textJustification

+

«SpatialAttribute»
geometry: GM_Point

+cartographicText

TextAssociation



20180212 - Added fixedDateRange with cardinality of 0..*
to permitted multiple intervals of information.
20180214 - split into NW and NM information parts to
remove the graphics option from NW.
20180705 - removed S124
_NavigationalWarningInformationPart as it is no longer
needed given the none geometry option for the S124
_NavigationalWarningFeaturePart. Same change effected
on NtM parts.
20180907 - removed all NtM parts according to decision
at WWNWS10.
20181015 - changed gometry attribute of S124
_FeatureType to 0..* and type to PointCurveSurface.
Added support for no message at hand inforce bulletin.
referenceType renamed into referenceCategory to be
distinct from gml:referenceType.
20190703 - S124_graphic, pictureCaptionOtherLanguage,
pictureInformationOtherLanguage, information removed.
Not needed since NtM part was removed.

«metaclass»
S100_GF_NamedType

added to permit text placements where
such cartographic information can be
helpful. Method replaces earlier attempts
of the same function, but violated the S100 GFM (attributes section).

+
+
+

inheritance

inheritance
+subType 0..*

+superType 0..1

«metaclass»
S100_GF_FeatureType

+subType 0..*
+superType 0..1

0..*

«InformationType»
S124_InformationType

«FeatureType»
S124_FeatureType

Consider if best way to
model no geometry is
to leave the geometry
attribute as optional (i.e.
0..*).

+
+

«SimpleAttribute»
restriction: restriction [0..1]
S124_warningHazardType: S124_warningHazardType [1..*] {ordered}

«SimpleAttribute»
+ warningInformation: S124_warningInformation [1..*]
+theWarningPart

«ComplexAttributeType»
title

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_locationName

«SimpleAttribute»
+ language: ISO639-3 [0..1]
+ text: text

«SimpleAttribute»
+ language: ISO639-3 [0..1]
+ text: text

«ComplexAttribute»
messageSeriesIdentifier: S124_messageSeriesIdentifier [0..*]

+
+

«SimpleAttribute»
noMessageOnHand: Boolean
referenceCategory: S124_referenceCategory

constraints
{If noMessageOnHand=true, then messageSeriesIdentifier is prohibited}
{if noMessageOnHand=false, then messageSeriesIdentifier is mandatory}

0..*
{ordered}

«SimpleAttribute»
chartNumber: text
chartPlanNumber: text [0..1]
editionDate: date
lastNoticeDate: date [0..1]

added to give a
common standard
structure to the chart
number

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_generalArea

+
+

«enumeration»
restriction

«enumeration»
S124_referenceCategory

cancellation = 1
source reference = 2
repetition = 3
update = 4
in-force = 5

«SimpleAttribute»
S124_cancellationDate: dateTime [0..1]
S124_publicationDate: dateTime

+theReferences
«InformationType»
S124_NWPreamble

0..*
+theWarning
+

«ComplexAttribute»
generalArea: S124_generalArea [1..*] {ordered}

constraints
{exactly 1 instance per dataset}

constraints
{timeOfDayStart can only be present if dateStart is also present}
{timeOfDayEnd can only be present if dateEnd is also present}

left = 1
centred = 2
right = 3

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_messageSeriesIdentifier
«SimpleAttribute»
+ country: ISO 3166-1 [0..1]
+ nameOfSeries: text
+ productionAgency: S62
+ warningIdentifier: URN [0..1]
+ warningNumber: int
+ warningType: S124_warningType
+ year: int

«SimpleAttribute»
S124_localityIdentifier: URN [0..1]
«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_ENCFeatureReference
«SimpleAttribute»
editionNumber: text
ENCName: text
featureObjectIdentifier: text [1..*]
updateNumber: text

Optional attribute, only one ENC reference per
instance< one to many feature instance
references within the one ENC. If several ENC are
to be referenced, one instance of this complex
attribute per ENC is required.

Should drive portrayal of central
symbol.
For localization of datasets,
should be encoded as a code
(or key) instead of plain text.
[WWNWS10 decided to only
have one symbol]

«enumerati...
textJustification

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_fixedDateRange
«SimpleAttribute»
+ dateEnd: S100_TruncatedDate [0..1]
+ dateStart: S100_TruncatedDate [0..1]
+ timeOfDayEnd: Time [0..1]
+ timeOfDayStart: Time [0..1]

+
+
+
+

+
+

Should the 'update' value be retained? (41)
Does repetition make sense in an ECDIS environment?




entry restricted = 8
entry prohibited = 7
area to be avoided = 14
stopping prohibited = 25
speed restricted = 27

«ComplexAttribute»
S124_locationName: S124_locationName [1..*]

«ComplexAttribute»
locality: S124_locality [0..*] {ordered}
messageSeriesIdentifier: S124_messageSeriesIdentifier
S124_affectedChartPublications: S124_affectedChartPublications [0..*]
title: title [0..*]

+header

can drive portrayal of border
of area NW (25, 36)

«ComplexAttributeType»
featureName
«SimpleAttribute»
+ displayName: boolean [0..1]
+ language: ISO639-3 [0..1]
+ name: text

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_chartAffected

+
+
+
+

+

«invariant»
{warningInformation:: At
most 1 instance for each
distinct language subattribute}

«ComplexAttributeType»
sourceAuthority

+
+
+
+

«InformationType»
S124_References

«FeatureType»
S124_Nav igationalWarningFeaturePart

«SimpleAttribute»
+ language: ISO639-3 [0..1]
+ text: text

«SimpleAttribute»
chartAffected: S124_chartAffected [0..1]
chartPublicationIdentifier: URN [0..1]
internationalChartAffected: text [0..1]
language: ISO639-3 [0..1]
publicationAffected: text [0..1]

«InformationType»
S124_Preamble

«SpatialAttribute»
+ areaAffected: PointCurveOrSurface [0..*]
+identifies + geometry: PointCurveOrSurface [0..*]
«ComplexAttribute»
+ featureName: featureName [0..*]
+ featureReference: S124_featureReference [0..*]
+ fixedDateRange: S124_fixedDateRange [0..*] {ordered}

«enumeration»
S124_w arningType

+
+
+
+
+

«metaclass»
S100_GF_InformationType

«metaclass»
S100_GF_ObjectType

local navigational warning = 1
coastal navigational warning = 2
sub-area navigational warning = 3
NAVAREA navigational warning = 4
NAVAREA no warning = 5
sub-area no warning = 6
coastal no warning = 7
local no warning = 8
NAVAREA in force bulletin = 9
sub-area in force bulletin = 10
coastal in force bulletin = 11
local in force bulletin = 12

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_affectedChartPublications

The list is very long.
Each implementation
can choose to group
the values as best suit
the producer.

definition: CharacterString
isAbstract: Boolean = false
typeName: CharacterString

timeOfDayEnd & timeOfDayStart
shall always be given in UTC and
both shall include the time zone
reference to UTC as per ISO 8601
(14)

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_w arningInformation
«SimpleAttribute»
+ headline: text [0..1]
+ language: ISO639-3 [0..1]
+ text: text

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_featureReference
«SimpleAttribute»
+ featureIdentifier: URN [0..*]
+ listOfLightNumber: text [0..*]
+

«ComplexAttribute»
S124_ENCFeatureReference: S124_ENCFeatureReference [0..*]

+

«SimpleAttribute»
S124_localityIdentifier: URN [0..1]

+

«ComplexAttribute»
S124_locationName: S124_locationName [1..*]

«ComplexAttributeType»
S124_locality
class is a restrained
version of information
complex attribute since
NW should not have
the associated files, only
NtM can do that.

«S100_CodeList»
S124_w arningHazardType

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

«enum»
acoustic recorder
aids to navigation
AIS surveillance systems
anti pollution exercises
anti pollution operations
aquaculture site
breakwater construction
buoy adrift
buoys
cable laying operations
cluster of fishing vessels
container adrift
dangerous wreck
dead whale adrift
deadhead adrift
derelict vessel adrift
DGPS
diving operations
dredging operations
drifting hazard (other)
drill rig on location
drill rig under tow
drilling site operations
exclusion zones
explosive detonation
explosive device
fallout hazard
fireworks
firing exercises
fish-net adrift
floating debris
floating dock
hazardous area
HF Services
hydrographic survey
ice boom
ice control zone in-force/deactivated
iceberg outside advertised limits
in-force bulletin
lights & fog signals
log boom adrift
marine mammals
maritime security - MARSEC level changes
MF Services
military exercises
military operations
mines
MSI Services
mussel farm
national health organizations - changes
nautical information issues
NAVTEX
newly discovered dangers
offshore structures
opening/closing of harbour
opening/closing of swing bridge
opening/closing of waterway
operating anomalies identified within ECDIS including ENC issues
pipe laying operations
pipe or cable laying operations
piracy
race
RACON
radar surveillance systems
radio navigation services
regatta
regulations
research or scientific operations
restricted area
routeing Measures
SafetyNET
sandspit
SAR and anti pollution operations
SAR operations
scientific buoy & apparatus
scientific moorings
scientific survey
sea trials
seaplane operations
search and rescue exercises
seasonal buoy lifting
seasonal buoy placing
seasonal buoy program
security-related requirements
seismic surveys
shallow depth reported
shoal
submerged fish-net
submerged object
subsurface moorings
subsurface pipelines
survey results
swimmers
tide gauges
traffic congestion
tsunami warning
tsunamis and other natural phenomena
uncharted rock
uncharted submarine cables
underwater operations
unidentified radar target, possible iceberg
unwieldy tow
vertical clearance reduced
vessel adrift
vessel disabled
VHF Services
VTS limit change
water levels changed/not as advertised
waterway recommended/not recommended for shipping
wharf construction
works in progress
World Health Organization (WHO) health advisory information

tags
codelistType = open enumeration
encoding = other: [something]
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